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Kyiv International School will conduct a School
Closure Day for all secondary students on
Friday, February 7, 2020. 
 
We do this in preparation for the possibility of
an actual school closure that would require the
school to continue teaching its courses via
online platforms.   The current situation in
China with the Wuhan Virus is a good reminder
of why the school should be preparing for such
days.
 
On February 7th, all secondary students will
stay home, but go through their daily schedule
connecting with teachers and classmates. The
goal is to align the activities that can be done
while at home with the same type of activities
that happen at school, as much as possible.
 

Notice Board

Practice School Closure Day
High School Students Only

Friday, February 7th

Parents of 13 YO students, please join us on
Monday, February 3 at 11:15 in the auditorium.
 
We will have an informational meeting for all 13
YO students and their parents to give them an
introduction to high school. It will focus on high
school classes, earning high school credit and the
transition from middle school to high school.  
 
After the meeting, Ms. Tempel our high school
counselor, will be in the middle school office to
answer any questions. She will also be available
in the middle school office the Tuesday morning,
February 4 to answer questions. We look forward
to you joining us for this meeting! 
 
Chelsey Zoromski
Middle School Counselor

13 Year Old High School
Transition Meeting



MS KNOWLEDGE 

BOWL
Do you love trivia?
Ready to test your knowledge skills?
Come and join MS Knowledge Bowl
Wednesdays and Fridays!

Location: room 203 

Start: Feb 12th
Coaches: Ms. Anderson,  Mr. Buck, and Mrs. Buck

Notice Board

Session III of 
Kozak 45
begins on 
Tuesday, 
February 4th.



After School and Weekend Activities
Preschool/Elementary After School and Weekend Activities are offered

throughout the school year. Most are taught by guest instructors and charge a

nominal fee for participation. Sports activities are noncompetitive and focused

on skills development. For the first few weeks of the program students are

allowed to drop in without pre-registration. 

P r e s c h o o l / E l e m e n t a r y  S t u d e n t  L i f e

Our Winter 2020 program runs from January 25 to March 21, 2020.

Elementary Basketball (BC Kozaks). 

Tuesday and Thursday: 5:30pm – 7:00pm. Old Gym. (100uah)

 

Elementary Art

Wednesday and Friday: 4:00pm – 5:50pm. PTO Office. (300uah)

 

Elementary Gymnastics

Wednesday and Friday: 3:45pm – 4:30pm. Multi-Purpose Room. (200uah)

Saturday: 1:00pm – 2:30pm. Multipurpose Room. (150uah)

 

Elementary Basketball

Saturday: 10:00am – 11:00am. The Cage/New Gym. (100uah)

 

Elementary Parkour

Saturday: 11:15am – 12:15pm. Old Gym. (100uah)

 

Elementary Soccer (FC Kozaks)

Saturday: 1:00pm – 2:30pm. The Cage/Athletic Field. (150uah)

 

Preschool Parkour

Saturday: 10:00am – 11:00am. Old Gym. (100uah)

 

Preschool Basketball

Saturday: 11:15am – 12:15pm. New Gym. (100uah)

Q S I . O R G / K Y I V / P R E S C H O O L - E L E M E N T A R Y - S T U D E N T - L I F E

http://qsi.org/kyiv/preschool-elementary-student-life
http://qsi.org/kyiv/preschool-elementary-student-life


One of the best qualities of teaching at an international school is the diversity of
cultures.  We have the unique opportunity to learn about everyone else’s cultures
and traditions first-hand.  For example, last Friday 8B celebrated the Chinese
New Year.  One of our students, Luna Chen, and her mom Yuanlan Wu, shared
some of their family traditions to celebrate the New Year.  First, Luna showed us
how to write a sentence in Chinese symbols.  The sentence translated to “We
pray that everyone has enough food because they each have a piece of land.”  
 
Next, Luna provided the class with a series of riddles.  Students who correctly
deciphered their riddle were given a small Chinese toy as a reward.  After
completing the riddles, we tasted some traditional Chinese food.  To end the day,
Luna shared the tradition of elders giving money to the younger members of the
family by giving each student a handmade envelope with Chinese currency
hidden inside.  Student diversity helps KIS to provide “Success for All.”

Elementary

Luna teaching us how 
to write in Chinese.

Teo tries to solve his riddle on
the green paper.

Anastasia and Rafi enjoy the
Chinese snacks while holding
their money envelopes.

Luna’s mom shares a Chinese 
snack with the class.

8B Celebrates the Chinese New Year



Mrs. Legan's 5L kindergarten class has been studying Maps and Globes during
Cultural Studies. We studied interesting facts about landmarks and animals found in
the world's continents and oceans.  We also learned a song about the 7 continents
that helps us to remember all names.  To make it even more fun, we did a brand
new hands on project this year, wherein the students created their own globes using
a balloon and cut-outs. Combining map skills, reading, coloring, cutting, and spatial
reasoning into one simple, yet effective activity, kids learned the names and
placement of the oceans and continents of the world. Furthermore, students were
challenged to discover and name continents by their shape, size, as well as to locate
the oceans.

Elementary

Mrs. Legan's 5L



Elementary

6P Field trip to Healthy Tradition Factory Experiencing how raw
materials are transformed into tasty goods for sale.

Elementary Field Trip



Elementary

What are fractals anyway?  Simply put, a fractal
is a never-ending pattern.  It is also self-similar across
different scales.  It is infinite.  Fractals are often found in
nature, for example in trees, snowflakes, and the circulatory
system to name a few.  
Armed with this newfound revelation, 9S has decided to have
Fractal Friday each week and play with fractal art, in order to
heighten our love for Mathematics!  (It was pretty low😊).  
And fractals have helped us!  We love them!

Mathematical Fractal Miracle – 9S

Fractal Leaf Art Sierpinski Triangle

Watershed Fractals



Intensive English

What winter without a snowman?!
Despite the fact that there is no snow outside this January, our IE
students decided to make one anyway. You might ask us how that is
possible. The students were so creative drawing snowmen, labeling
parts of their bodies, putting winter clothes on them, and learning
about different winter activities by reading books. Making snowmen
without snow turned out to be fun! 
The new vocabulary and the skills we have acquired will be soon used
in describing our family members and their likings.

Elementary School Intensive English



The MS LOE (Language other than English) Spanish 
students are improving their listening and speaking 
skills talking about their daily routines, schedules 
and leisure activities. 
 
They really enjoy sharing their ideas and experiences 
related to different areas of art and entertainment and 
now they can also discuss it in Spanish.

Language other Than English

MS LOE - Spanish



Biology

Secondary School

Dr. Sunitha’s Biology students are hard at work.  They are studying and creating
biodiversity hotspots.   This directly correlates to everything happening in the
world today.  The study of biological sciences lends important insights into disease
processes, and allows the development of novel therapeutics and innovative
medical devices, thereby directly improving human health.

Saving the world one lock at a time.  AP and IB Chemistry
students were tasked with saving the world.  Could they defeat
Dr. Debonder from poisoning the world? Could they use their
science skills to open the locks and keep the villain from
destroying society as we know it?  Yes, they did!  They saved the
world!  This interactive lesson was created using the Breakout
EDU boxes.   Breakout EDU is a physical game kit and platform
where students work together to solve various puzzles to open a
locked box, similar to an escape room.  In this situation, it was
used as a fun, interactive review lesson.

Breakout Edu



Secondary School

Gathering Research Material
Whether it be for AP Research, IB Extended Essay or QSI’s
General Research Class, high school students have been busy
gathering information, collecting data and interviewing
experts.  Their goal is to produce an essay that presents their
own interpretation of a topic of personal interest. During the
writing process students are required to examine complex text
from multiple sources, in which they must master the skills of
comprehension, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. These tasks,
more sophisticated than merely summarizing an article for a
report, reflect the complex work demands of college and future
careers. Here are some topics that are being studied: acid rain,
color impression in Fitzgerald’s books, consumer awareness on
batteries, effects of technology on sports, impact of Brexit on
Turkish economy, music relaxation and foul shot accuracy, algae
and biomass, consumer changes due to social media, Wernicke-
Korsakoff syndrome and many more.

“Get them out of their seats,” that is what Ms. Chermeys believes. “Even mathematics
students need to move around, it helps with the learning process.”  According to Eric
Jensen, author of Teaching with the Brian, “movement can be an effective cognitive
strategy to (1) strengthen learning, (2) improve memory and retrieval, and (3) enhance
learner motivation and morale.”

Math Movement



The students from Mr. Dimpfl's AP Statistics class are spending time measuring the circumference
of several trees in our neighboring forest. The purpose is to determine an "average" circumference
and diameter, from several samples. 
 
The class is attempting to identify important factors, such as: the average age of trees and the
potential costs of "logging" trees [in our beautiful Ukrainian forests]. This is achieved by
finding "Confidence Intervals". In statistics, a confidence interval is a type of estimate computed
from the statistics of the observed data. 
 
This proposes a range of plausible values for an unknown parameter. The "unknown parameter" is
the true mean/average diameter of all of the trees. The interval has an associated confidence level
that the true parameter is in the proposed range. 
 
This practice allows the government and private companies to quantify the monetary value of trees
and forests (for profit from logging), discovering how old our Ukrainian forests are, and other such
information important to the economy and geography of the country. Governments conduct these
exact type of studies on a regular basis. 
 
If you like doing research, investigating ways to solve social problems, or just love nature.... maybe
Statistics is for you!

Secondary School

AP Statistics



Blake Carpenter prepares to present his
debate speech.

Secondary II students use their persuasive
argument skills in debate

Sasha Krechet delivers a powerful final
constructive speech for her debate team on
the topic that homework should not be
limited for high school and college students.

Evan Forrest delivers a speech arguing that the
government should limit the availability of
unhealthy food while members of the opposing
side, Max Stetskov, Vlad Madatov, and Diego
Rodriguez listen intently.

Sasha Mashtepa responds confidently to Sofiya
Shakhova's cross examination questions

Blake Carpenter and Emilie Arfush listen carefully
as their teammate, Aydan Jacobs cross examines
a member of the opposing team, Egle Ylaite.

Secondary School

Secondary II
Students Debates



Child Protection at KIS



Child Protection at KIS



The Year at a Glance


